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Abstract - In this paper, based on the literature data,
are described the electrochemical theoretical concepts
for the two methods used for determination of
instantaneous corrosion rates from polarization
measurements: extrapolation of the Tafel slopes with
corrosion potential – Stern method and polarization
resistance – Stern-Geary method. The errorproducing factors are show also
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2. THE POLARIZATION BEHAVIOUR OF
CORROSION SYSTEMS
The total polarization curve of a corrosion
system controlled by the charge transfer polarization is
given in figure 1 (curve iapp). This is additively composed
from partial anodic curve of metal oxidation (ia,M) and
partial cathodic curve of reduction of an oxidant from
solution (ic,Ox).

1. INTRODUCTION
In present there are many methods for
determination of corrosion rates of metals, such as
gravimetric-based mass loss, quartz crystal microbalancebased mass loss, electrochemical, electrical resistance,
and solution analysis. The polarization measurement
methods, based on electrochemical concepts, enable
determination of instantaneous reaction rates at
electrode/solution interface, such as the exchange current
density in case of an electrode equilibrium and the
corrosion current density in case of a corrosion system,
from a single experiment. All other methods require
multiple measurements over time for provide information
on the corrosion rate.
There are two methods based on polarization
measurements for determination of corrosion rates: Tafel
slopes extrapolation with corrosion potential [1-7], so
called Stern method, and polarization resistance method
[1-7], so called Stern and Geary method. However, it
must note that based on polarization measurements
methods may implicate error-producing factors such as
diffusion limitations, high solution resistance, presence of
competing reduction-oxidation reactions, and no uniform
current and potential distributions, etc.
The aim of this paper is to present the methods
based on polarization measurements for determination of
instantaneous corrosion rates, and to show conditions and
circumstances where the error-producing factors are
important.

Fig. 1  The polarisation diagram for a metal that
corrodes under activation control, where:
iapp – total polarisation curve experimentally measured;
ia,M, ic,Ox – partial anodic and cathodic polarisation curves,
respectively;
Ee,M, Ee,Ox – equilibrium potentials for metal and oxidant
reactions, respectively;

di
- tangent to polarisation curve in corrosion potential.
dE
The experimental polarization curve (iapp) is
described by a relation similar to the Butler-Volmer [8]
equation
for
reversible
reactions:
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by oxidant reduction reaction on the same metal
surface.
The equation (1) can be use for
determinenation of instantaneous corrosion rates (in
current units) from polarization measurements, as
follows.

where:
iapp is applied or measured current density;
icorr – corrosion current density;
 a ,M ,  C ,Ox - charge transfer coefficients
for anodic and cathodic reactions, respectively;
E- Ecorr –polarization, given by difference
between applied and corrosion potential;
z – metal valence; F – Faraday constant; R –
gas constant; T – absolute temperature.

2.1. Tafel slopes extrapolation method

At the corrosion potential (Ecorr), the anodic
and cathodic rates are exactly equal; thus the applied
current density is zero. All electrons generated by
oxidation metal in dissolution reaction are consumed

At large polarization, in the potential region
where the rate of a single partial corrosion reaction
predominates, the graphical representation in
coordinates Elog iapp, for reactions under pure
activation control give straight lines (so called Tafel
lines), as in figure 2. At potentials well away from the
corrosion potential, the applied current density reflects
the kinetics of only one of the corrosion reactions.

Fig. 2 – Semilogarithmic polarization curves for a corrosion system under
activation control (Tafel behaviour).
Thus,
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The both Tafel lines intersect in the point of
coordinates (Ecorr, logicorr) that makes possible the
estimation of the corrosion current density by the
extrapolation of the Tafel slopes with corrosion potential.
As assuming uniform metal dissolution across the surface,
Faraday’s laws can be used to convert it to rate of weight
loss in g/m2h [9] or rate of penetration in mm/year [2].
In spite of the fact that method was accepted by
ASTM, the graphical extrapolation method for
determination of the corrosion current can lead to the
various values [10]. A poor selection of the slope to be
used can change the corrosion current density by a factor
of 5 to 10 [4]. Two rules should be applied when using
Tafel extrapolation. For an accurate extrapolation, at least
one of branches of the polarisation curve should exhibit
Tafel behaviour (i.e., linear on semilogarithmic scale)
over at least one decade of current density. In addition,
the extrapolation should start at least 50 to 100 mV away
from Ecorr.
There are several factors that can lead to nonTafel behaviour. The diffusion limitations on a reaction;
ohmic losses in solution can lead to a curvature of the
Tafel region, leading to erroneously high estimation of
corrosion rate if not compensated for properly.; the
presence of oxidation reactions that are not metal
dissolution.

For consideration of the polarisation curves, the
assumption of a steady-state system is implicit. The
corrosion is a no equilibrium process that occurs at steady
state. In many cases steady state is only approached and
never achieved. The most used means of monitoring the
approach to steady state of a corrosion system is the
measurement of the corrosion potential with time.
Generally, the Ecorr changes most rapidly at the beginning
of immersion. As the conditions at metal/solution
interface approach steady state, the time-rate of change in
Ecorr decreases. A reasonable criterion for steady state
would be change of less 5 mV in Ecorr over a 10 minute
period [4].

2.2. The polarisation resistance – Stern-Geary
method
Many investigators have experimentally
observed that iapp was approximately linearly to applied
potential within a few milivolts of polarisation from Ecorr.
The equation (1) can be mathematically linearized by
taking its series expansion (e.g. ex = 1 + x + x2/2! + x3/3! +
…) and by neglecting higher terms when E/b<0.1,
obtaining the relation:
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The relation (5) known as Stern-Geary equation
or polarisation resistance method correlates the slope
(dE / di) of the polarisation curve (see tangent at curve
iapp from figure 1) for an electrode that corrodes at the
open-circuit potential (Ecorr) of corrosion current density
(icorr) at the same potential. The knowledge of Rp, ba and
bc enables direct determination of corrosion rate at any
instant in time using Eq. (5) [2-7]
Conform to ASTM standards [11] the procedures
for determination of the linear Ei behaviour for an
electrode near Ecorr and therefore to conducting
polarisation
resistance
measurements
can
be:
potentidynamic, potential-step and current-step. The
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current step method has been cited to be faster than
potentiodynamic and potential-step methods and less
susceptible to error associated with drift in Ecorr. Using
this method, the independent determination of ba and bc is
still required.
The complications with polarisation resistance
method by linear polarisation method are given by errorproducing, as [4]:
 invalidation of the results through oxidation of
some other electroactive species besides the
corroding metal in question;
 a change in the open-circuit or corrosion
potential during the time to perform the
measurement;
 use of E that is too large, invalidating the
assumption of a linear relationship between iapp
and E required by Eq. 4 (i.e. E/b<0.1);
 too fast a voltage scan rate or insufficient
potential hold time;
 ohmic solution resistance;
 non uniform current and potential distributions.

CONCLUSIONS
The
methods
based
on
polarization
measurements: Tafel slopes extrapolation with corrosion
potential and polarization resistance method, enable
determination of instantaneous corrosion rates from a
single experiment. However, the methods are susceptible
of error-producing that must be avoided.
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3.3 corrosion rate measurements. Linear Polarization Technique Within 10 mV more noble or more active than the corrosion potential, it
is observed that the applied current density is linear function of the electrode potential. This is illustrated in Figure (3.5) and Figure
(3.6).Â 4. Electrochemical corrosion rate measurements may be used to measure the corrosion rate of structures that cannot be visually
inspected of subjected to weight loss tests. 3.4 Tafel Extrapolation Method. This technique uses data obtained from cathodic and anodic
polarization.Â 4. The rapid determination of corrosion rates with Tafel Plots can be advantageous for such studies as inhibitors
evaluation and alloy comparisons. 3.5 Potentiodynamic Polarization Measurements. The model we use for the corrosion process
assumes that the rates of both the anodic and cathodic processes are controlled by the kinetics of the electron-transfer reaction at the
metal surface. This is generally the case for corrosion reactions. An electrochemical reaction under kinetic control obeys Eq.Â
Polarization Resistance Method for Determination of Instantaneous Corrosion Rates, J.R. Scully, Corrosion, 56 (2000), 199. Several
electrochemical corrosion techniques are approved by the ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials, 100 Barr Harbor Drive,
West Conshohocken, PA 19428.Â G 61: Cyclic Polarization Measurements for Localized Corrosion Susceptibility of Iron-, Nickel-, and
Cobalt-Based Alloys. G 100: Cyclic Galvanostaircase Polarization. Key words: corrosion rate, Tafel slopes extrapolation, polarisation
resistance. 2. the polarization behaviour of corrosion systems. The total polarization curve of a corrosion system controlled by the
charge transfer polarization is given in figure 1 (curve iapp). This is additively composed from partial anodic curve of metal oxidation
(ia,M) and partial cathodic curve of reduction of an oxidant from solution (ic,Ox). 1. INTRODUCTION.Â There are two methods based
on polarization measurements for determination of corrosion rates: Tafel slopes extrapolation with corrosion potential [1-7], so called
Stern method, and polarization resistance method [1-7], so called Stern and Geary method.

